
 Quick Maths recap Focused maths activities 

Monday Start at 0 and count 

forwards in 2s up to 20 or 

50 or 100. 

Start at 20 or 50 or 100 

and count backwards in 2s 

to 0. 

Today we’re going to learn about adding using the column addition method.  We already know lots of ways to complete 

addition sums and this is another way.  If you find this easy then it may become the method you like to use.  To help you 

I’ve made a YouTube video to show you.  Find It here https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CELyOVs2_eY  

Now that you’ve watched the video please have a try at solving these Column Addition Sums.  They have been written 

down for you in columns already so you only need to remember the rule about starting with the units first!     

Tuesday Start at 0 and count 

forwards in 5s up to 50 or 

100. 

Start at 50 or 100 and 

count backwards in 5s to 

0. 

Today we’re going to work more on column addition.  You may like to watch  the video again.  This time you will need to 

think carefully about setting your work out in columns as today you will be working on Squared paper.  You need to look 

at the Addition sums.  Then you need to write them down in column form on the squared paper before working out the 

answer.  Remember  you need careful columns and you need to add the units first.   

Wednesday Start at 23 and count 

forwards in 10s up to 93. 

Start at 78 and count 

backwards in 10s to 8. 

 

Today we’re going to learn about subtracting using the column subtraction method.  We already know lots of ways to 

complete subtraction sums and this is another way.  If you find this easy then it may become the method you like to 

use.  To help you I’ve made a YouTube video to show you.  Find It here  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x6dFgf83VtE  

Now that you’ve watched the video please have a try at solving these Column Subtraction Sums.  They have been 

written down for you in columns already so you only need to remember the rule about starting with the units first!     

Thursday Start at 0 and count 

forwards in 3s up to 30 . 

Today we’re going to work more on column subtraction.  You may like to watch  the video again.  This time you will need 

to think carefully about setting your work out in columns as today you will be working on Squared paper.  You need to 

look at the Subtraction sums.  Then you need to write them down in column form on the squared paper before working 

out the answer.  Remember  you need careful columns and you need to subtract the units first.   

Friday Do any/all of the 

sequences above.   

Today you need to use column addition or column subtraction to solve the Word problems provided.  You’ll need to use 

Squared paper to help you.   Remember  you need careful columns and you need to start with the units . 

Text in bold is a separate document to be opened.   These documents can either be printed and filled in or viewed on screen as we realise not everyone has a 

printer.  You may just use these to give you inspiration and make up your own examples in a notebook.   Having said that, squared paper is really essential for this 

task as it helps the children to keep the columns correct.     

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CELyOVs2_eY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x6dFgf83VtE

